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Abstract. In this paper, we shall derive formulæ for partial sums of the Gaussian q-binomial
coefficients, their reciprocals, squares and squared reciprocals. To prove the claimed results, we
use q-calculus. As applications of our results, we give some interesting generalized Fibonomial
sums formulæ.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For n > 1; define the second order linear sequences fUng and fVng by
Un D pUn 1CUn 2 , U0 D 0 , U1 D 1,
Vn D pVn 1CVn 2 , V0 D 2 , V1 D p.
When p D 1; Un D Fn .nth Fibonacci number/ and Vn D Ln .nth Lucas number/ ;
resp. Falcon and Plaza named the previous sequences as k-Fibonacci and k-Lucas
numbers, see [5, 6].
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. For more details about the Fibonomial and generalized Fibonomial
coefficients, see [7, 9, 22].
The Binet forms are
Un D ˛
n ˇn
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Throughout this paper we will use the following notations: the q-Pochhammer





















By taking q D ˇ=˛; the Binet formulæ are reduced to the following forms:
Un D ˛n 1 1 q
n
1 q and Vn D ˛
n.1Cqn/,
where i D p 1 D ˛pq: For later use note that q-form of the coefficient p in the
recurrence relations of fUng and fVng is .1Cq/. q/ 1=2:
The Fibonomial coefficients surprisingly appear in several places in the literature
(for more details, we refer to [4, 10, 11, 17, 18]). Nowadays interesting sums in-
cluding the Fibonomial coefficients with certain factors or sign functions have been
introduced and computed by several authors (see [12–16, 19–21, 23]).
Marques and Trojovsky [19] presented some Fibonomial sums formulæ with the
Fibonacci and Lucas numbers as coefficients. For example, for positive integers m





















Kılıc¸ and Prodinger [14] gave a systematic approach to compute certain sums of
squares of Fibonomial coefficients with finite products of generalized Fibonacci and
Lucas numbers as coefficients. For example, if n is nonnegative integer, then they
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Recently Marques and Trojovsky [20] derived various interesting Fibonomial sums
formulæ with certain weight functions. For example, they gave that for any nonneg-


































where sgn.x/ denotes the sign function of x, defined by
sgn.x/D
( x
jxj if x ¤ 0;
0 if x D 0:
Much recently Kılıc¸ and Akkus¸ [1] generalized all the results of [20] through the
Gaussian q-binomial coefficients instead of the Fibonomial coefficients with addi-
tional parameters. They also gave analogues of all the sums formulæ whose upper
bounds are even integers. The authors proved the claimed results by mainly and ana-
lytically q-calculus, and the celebrated Zeilberger algorithm for some steps of their








































where ´D .1Cq/. q/ 1=2, resp. If one take qD

p pp2C4=pCpp2C4 ;
then these sums are reduced to the following generalized Fibonomial sums formulæ:



































where Œ  stands for the Iverson notation (see [8]). We would like to take attention
of the readers to factors pŒ2jj  and pŒ2−j  in these generalizations just above. These
are not easily seen while deriving the generalized sums formulæ. Indeed, when p D
1; these generalized Fibonomial sums formulæ are reduced to the sums formulæ (1.1)









p D 1; some of the results of [1] cover the results of [20].
Othsuka conjectured the following two advanced problems, H-764 and H-768 (see
[2, 3]). Here we recall these problems:












































































In this paper, inspired by the results of [1] and earlier partial q-binomial sums
formulæ, we shall derive new kinds interesting partial sums formulæ including the
Gaussian q-binomial coefficients which are completely different from the sums for-
mulæ given in [1]. We summarize what we present in this paper below.
 Sums of half of the Gaussian q-binomial coefficients.
 Partial sums of square of the Gaussian q-binomial coefficients.
 Partial sums of reciprocals of the Gaussian q-binomial coefficients.
 Partial sums of squared reciprocals of the Gaussian q-binomial coefficients.
All above sums will be computed with certain weight functions. Further we notice
that special cases of our results give us solutions for Advanced Problems H-764 and
H-768 in [2, 3]. All the identities and formulæ we will obtain hold for general q,
and results about Fibonomial and Fibonacci numbers come out as corollaries for the
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special choice of q. One could derive many special corollaries by choosing special q
values.
2. UPPER BOUND CASES
Now we present our results. Before this, we give an auxiliary lemma and then give
one of our main results.























where Œ  stands for the Iverson notation.





cŒ2−j f .j /D Œ2jj f .j /C c Œ2 − j f .j /D .Œ2jj C c .1  Œ2jj //f .j /





the first claim (i) follows. The latter is similarly proven. 










. 1/j .n 1/ q j.j 2nC2/2 .1 q2n 2j /´Œ2−j 



















. 1/j .n 1/ .1 q2n 2j /´Œ2jj 









where ´D iq 1=2 .1Cq/ :
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Proof. We prove the claim (i). The latter is similar. Since n is even, say nD 2k;






















Note that for any functions F .j / and G .j / of j , the following equality holds
2nX
jD0
ŒF .j / G .j /D
nX
jD0
ŒF .2j / G .2j /C
n 1X
jD0
ŒF .2j C1/ G .2j C1/ :
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as claimed for even n such that nD 2k: The other claim is similarly proven. 
By taking q D

p pp2C4=pCpp2C4 in Theorem 1, we have the fol-
lowing result.



































We notice that when p D 1, the results of Corollary 1 cover solutions for the
advanced problem 764(i) [2].







































































































































































As special cases of Theorem 2 with qD

p pp2C4=pCpp2C4, ”m!
n, n! 2n” and ”m! n, n! 2n”; we have the following result, resp.

























When p D 1, the first result of Corollary 2 gives us a solution for the advanced
problem 764(ii) [2].
Now we present a sum formula for the squared reciprocals of the Gaussian q-
binomial coefficient without proof.


























As special cases of Theorem 3 with qD

p pp2C4=pCpp2C4, ”m!
n, n! 2n” and ”m! n, n! 2n”; we have the following result, resp.
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When p D 1, the first result of Corollary 3 gives a solution for the advanced prob-
lem 768(ii) [3].
3. ADDITIONAL SUMS FORMULÆ
In this Section, we will give new partial sums formulæ including the Gaussian
q-binomial coefficients and their reciprocals.

















































For m  n; F.n;m/ is a whole sum and equals 0: To see this, consider by taking
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